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“Fully microscopic approaches”:
- Exact “Many-body-theory” expressions
- Further approximations are needed for practical use
- Approaches are made at a deeper level than in standard LDA/GGA
- A better treatment of electron correlations is guaranteed

Nice to keep some advantages of KS-DFT:   (OEP)
- Interacting system → Fictitious KS system
- Variational: self-consistency ≡ minimisation of total energy
- The variational parameter is: density n(r)

TD-DFT for correlation  (ACDFT)
– use a fully microscopic theory to build “advanced” EXC[n] –

- Step towards “chemical accuracy”
- May solve situations were standard KS lacks predictive accuracy
- X and C treated in the same fashion
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OUTLINE

Semiempirical: Motivation:   Mixing the right amount of 
HF, LDA/GGA to get the right answer

Are hybrids an alternative for solid state calculations
   band-gap and optical spectra?

Why they improve the band-gap?: SIC and non-locality

how to improve them consistently?

ACDFT        and        MBPT

include vdW forces, double-excitations, charge transfer; Long-
range potential in finite systems: not relevant for solids
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Questions  to address for the bandgap and optical response

what is the role of correlations

what is the role of spatial locality

impact on structural properties

Two ways to implement orbital dependent functionals:

LOCAL:  (OEP-like)
“DFT-gap” not improvement as difference of KS eigenvalues

NON-LOCAL:  Generalised Kohn-Sham (GKS)

Grüning, Marini & Rubio JCP (2006); PRB(2007); and to be published
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Implementation:

✗Plane waves and/or Real-space grid expansion 
✗Pseudopotentials   (ABINIT and PWSCF)

✗DFT in the (LDA, GGAS) or beyond (EXX+RPA) 
together with MBPT (GW+BS) based f

xc
 

including excitons

TDDFT spectra:
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                          Städele, Majewski, Vogl, and Göling PRL 79, 2089 (1997); Städele et al. PRB 59, 10031 (1999)

Band-gap: not the difference of KS eigenvalues?
       J.P. Perdew, M. Levy PRL 51, 1884 (1983); L.J. Sham, M. Schlüter PRL 51, 1888 (1983)
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Band-gap: not the difference of KS eigenvalues?
        J.P. Perdew, M. Levy PRL 51, 1884 (1983); L.J. Sham, M. Schlüter PRL 51, 1888 (1983)

Problems of the EXX for wide-band-gap insulators

Magyar et al. PRB 69, 045111 (2004); Sharma et al. PRL 95, 
136402 (2005)
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Accurate potentials can be obtained from MBPT expressions
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The GW approximation tends to provide good gaps
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Another path is through ACDFT  
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For the same functional
we can compare GKS and OEP

HYBRIDS?

Linearised
Sham-Schlüter 
equation
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       EXX+LDAc fortuitous good results for semiconductors

Self-consistent GW-based DFT schemes (OEP) do NOT improve the  
(LDA) gap      Why it should??????

RPA dynamical correlation closes the gap
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Estimate of the derivative discontinuity
30 to 50% comes from EXX+RPA

EXX only overestimates the gap (HF)
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GKS bandgap is systematically larger than KS bandgap     
the difference correlates well with What about hybrids? 

GW
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However, none of the mixing scheme gives good 
results for both semiconductors and insulators
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The mixing that is good for the Gap is not for optical spectra

The non-local potential corrects the gap (not exact) 
however screening is difficult to model properly
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A TDDFT based way to 
improve the 
xc-functional
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Exact correlation: fluctuation-dissipation theorem + adiabatic connection

Adiabatic connection dissipation formalism  
(ACDFT) connection with TDDFT
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Exact correlation: fluctuation-dissipation theorem + adiabatic connection

Adiabatic connection dissipation formalism  
(ACDFT) connection with TDDFT

EC [n]=−
1
2∫0

1
dλ∫dr1dr2

1
r12

[ 1
π∫0

∞
dω [ χλr1,r2; iω−χKS r1,r2; iω  ]]

EX [n]=−
1
2∫0

1
dλ∫dr1dr2

1
r12

[ δr1−r2n r1
1
π∫0

∞
dωℑ [ χKS  r1,r2;ω ]]
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Adiabatic connection dissipation formalism  
(ACDFT) connection with TDDFT

Link to TDDFT

χλr1, r2; iω =χKS  r1,r2; iω χKS  r1,r2; iω  Kxcr1,r2; iω χλr1,r2;iω 

K xc
 r1,r2; iω =[



∣r1−r2∣
 f xcr1,r2; iω]

EC [n]=−
1
2∫0

1
dλ∫dr1dr2

1
r12

[ 1
π∫0

∞
dω [ χλr1,r2; iω−χKS r1,r2; iω  ]]

RPA    f
xc

=0
already accounts 
for vdW
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What f
xc

 has to do for us !!
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Adiabatic connection dissipation 
formalism  (ACDFT)

Pros and cons

Exact formalism:  Systematic way  to design better 
approximations to DFT
●Satisfies the sum-rules of the xc-hole for any form of the fxc 
kernel
●Accounts for vdW interactions between distant objects
●Does not relay upon error cancellation

●RPA: Correlation hole too deep:   (GW)
           LDA-based short range correction (RPA+)  S.Kurth and J. 
Perdew PRB (99)

●Difficulty in performing selfconsistent calculations 
●Much more time consuming than LDA or GGA
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h-BN: XC-energy as a function of interlayer separation

LDA provides  good 
description of the 
interlayer-layer 
equilibrium distance d

GGA and EXX/LDA fails

The full many-body 
treatment restores the 
agreement with exp.

LDA works well from a 
error cancellation in xc

(Γ4
+ phonon mode)

LDA                  90 cm-1       (125)
GGA               122 cm-1

EXX                152 cm-1

EXX/RPA+   130 ±10 cm-1

exp                125 cm-1 
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H
2
 molecular chains (infinite long case)

D. Varsano, A. Marini, AR (submitted 2007)

Dimerised

equidistant

Metallic 

versus

semiconducting
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Long-range effects

● Exchange dominate
● Exciton localisation
● Polarisability saturation 

importance of the wfns in 
the response and kernel

D. Varsano, A. Marini, AR (submitted 2007)
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CONCLUSIONS

●SCF-GW-DFT scheme do NOT improve band-gaps

●Includes the derivative discontinuity

               and excitonic effects in the response

●Structural and dynamical properties are improved 

●Dispersion (vdW) forces are included

●Still we need better Correlation functionals 

●Combination of TDDFT and MBPT (simplifications!!!)
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